
Our schools have done an incredible job to

respond to the pandemic. Initially when the

country went into lockdown, they remained

open for the children of key workers and

vulnerable children, they then went above

and beyond to ensure it was safe for all

pupils to return to. They now remain open

and effective during a second national

lockdown. The evidence on the damage

caused to young people from missing

school, especially for significant periods of

time, is clear. It is huge, long-lasting and

especially severe for those from the poorest

families. This is a core social justice issue as

prolonged school closures widen inequality;

it is therefore incredibly important we do

everything possible to keep schools open.

However, schools are facing a myriad of

problems. Firstly, I have had countless

reports from parents and teachers who have

had difficulty accessing Coronavirus tests.

These delays are forcing many pupils and

teachers away from the classroom, and risk

further crucial periods of education being

lost. Secondly, Schools are facing huge

additional cleaning costs and costs

associated with additional staff and supply

teachers to cover and support bubbles.

School budgets have already been cut to the

bone over the last decade and without

additional funding support now many will be

pushed into financial uncertainty. 

Finally, schools need greater clarity on

operating guidance and next year’s exams.

After the summer exams fiasco, it's

staggering it has taken so long to get

answers on whether 2021 exams will go

ahead but significant questions remain

about how they will be conducted and the

Government has yet to engage meaningfully

with schools and unions to get this right. 

It is clear that if our schools are to

successfully remain open then they need a

functioning test track and trace system in

place, additional funding to meet new costs

caused by Covid and clarity on guidance. 

Over the last two months I have raised all of

these issues in Parliament in debates and

questions on these topics. I have also held

meetings in which I invited all of the

Headteachers in the constituency to hear

their concerns and discuss the challenges

they are facing. Following this I wrote to both

the Health & Education Secretaries outlining

this complex situation and calling for

answers. For the work staff who have already

put in and for the sake of our children’s

education we owe our schools clarity on

these issues and the knowledge that they

will be supported to the best of our country’s

ability. I will keep pushing on the

Government until they deliver this. We have

to ensure the education of our pupils is not

damaged anymore than it already has been,

and I can assure you that I will continue

doing everything I can to get the very best

outcome for our pupils.
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